A direct image method of surface reflectivities on a cleaved fiber end with a filtered halogen lamp and a TE-cooled CCD with high dynamic range is proposed to measure the multi-wavelength refractive index profiling (RIP). A polished black glass is used to be a reference standard for measuring the absolute reflectivity of the fiber end. With the developed calibration procedures, both the spatially dependent sensitivity and spectral responsivity of the CCD pixels can be eliminated to achieve the high spatial accuracy. Tested fiber is connected with a fiber terminator to prevent errors from the backside return light. With the present method, the RIP can be precisely measured for not only multi-mode fibers but also single-mode fibers.
Introduction
Various optical fibers are widely used in the communication and sensor applications. The wavelength range of fiber applications generally covers from near IR to visible range. Since the spatial dependence of refractive indices is one of the most important parameters in the transverse plane of optical fibers, the method for measuring the multi-wavelength refractive index profiling (RIP) of various optical fibers is highly demanded. Numerous methods for measuring RIP have been developed in the past, including refractive near-field [1] [2] [3] , transverse focusing method [4] [5] [6] , transverse interferometry [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and reflection method [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Among these approaches, the reflection method is based on measuring the surface reflectivities on the fiber end to determine the refractive indices. A scanning confocal microscope [16, 19] or a scanning near-field optical microscope [17, 18] with a laser or a light emitting diode (LED) is often employed to achieve the high spatial resolution and high accuracy in the measurement of RIP. However, the scanning method usually takes a relative long time for data acquisition. Recently, a direct image technique of surface reflectivities with the partially coherent laser illumination was proposed to measure RIP [20] , in which a rotating diffuser was used to improve the non-uniformity and speckle noise due to the coherence of the light source. In comparison with the scanning method, the method of the direct image is a convenient and straightforward scheme. Nevertheless, the light source based on a laser or a LED is not suitable to obtain the multi-wavelength RIP. In addition, multiple lasers or LEDs are rather cumbersome in the combination of the whole system. Therefore, it will be highly desirable to develop a direct image method with a wide band lamp for precisely measuring the multi-wavelength RIP with high spatial resolution.
In this work, we use an optical microscope to develop a direct image method for measuring the surface reflectivities on the cleaved fiber end with a halogen lamp illumination to determine the multi-wavelength RIP with high spatial resolution. A TE-cooled CCD with a high dynamic range is employed to capture the image of the surface reflection on the fiber end. A polished black glass is used as a reference standard to deduce the absolute reflectivity of the fiber end. More importantly, this black glass is also used to calibrate the nonuniformity of the sensitivity of the CCD pixels to improve the spatial accuracy. The wavelengthdependent reflectivity of the reference black glass is further exploited to calibrate the responsivity of the CCD to achieve the multi-wavelength measurement. Besides, a fiber terminator is connected to the other fiber end instead of water or index matching oil immersion to prevent the errors of measurement from the backside return light. An aperture stop is utilized to reduce the errors resulting from the angle dependent reflectivity. With the developed calibration procedures, the surface reflectivities on various fiber ends can be precisely measured to determine the RIP. In comparison with the previous image technique based on the partially coherent laser illumination [20] , the present method can be used to measure the RIP not only for a multi-mode fiber but also for a single-mode fiber. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for measuring surface reflectivities on an optical fiber end. The basic configuration is based on an optical microscope which the wavelength covers from 400 nm to 1100 nm. A bandpass filter (FWHM~10 nm) was used to select a monochromatic beam at the specific wavelength from an 100-W halogen lamp. The filtered beam passed through an a field stop, aperture stop, an objective lens (Zeiss, EC EpiplanApochromat 20 × /50 × , N.A. = 0.6/0.95) and then illuminated on the cleaved fiber end. The backside end of the optical fiber was connected with a 50-dB fiber terminator (Thorlabs, FTAPC1; 400-2100 nm) to prevent the backside return light. Köhler illumination was set to enhance the optical homogenization for uniformly illuminating the light on the transverse surface of a fiber end to achieve the high spatial accuracy. The aperture stop was used to adjust the incident angle on the fiber end while a filed stop was used to limit the filed angle. The incident angle of illumination light was controlled to be less than 30° for reducing the errors coming from the angle dependent reflectivity. The detailed discussion for this issue will be shown later. A TE-cooled CCD (Hamamatsu, ORCA-R2), a 16 bits monochromatic sensor with the high dynamic range of 6000:1, was used to capture the reflective image of the optical fiber. A polished black glass (diameter = 25 mm, surface flatness<λ/20, λ = 632.8 nm) was used as a reference standard to obtain the absolute reflectivity of the fiber end. The absolute surface reflectivity of the black glass R blackglass (λ) was measured with a calibrated spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Lambda 900), as shown in Fig. 2 . Since the black glass had a very high attenuation (optical density = 9) for the incident illumination light, there was almost no backside reflection, like the condition of the optical fiber with a terminator. With R blackglass (λ) as a reference standard, the absolute surface reflectivity for a fiber under measurement R fiber (x,y,λ) can be expressed as
Principle and method
where I blackglass (x,y,λ) and I fiber (x,y,λ) are the intensities of the illumination light through the microscope and reflected from the black glass, and the fiber under measurement, respectively. The x and y are the spatial position on the fiber end. An objective lens with high numerical aperture is necessary to acquire a spatial resolution (r = 0.61λ/sin θ) down to the 1 μm for measuring RIP of a single-mode fiber or a multi-mode fiber in the visible range. However, the incident angle of the illumination light needs to be reduced to control the measurement errors arising from the oblique incidence. The influence of the oblique incidence on the measurement can be theoretically analyzed with the Fresnel formula. The reflective intensities from the targets for the un-polarized illumination beam with an oblique incident angle can be expressed as 
where Ι 0 is the intensity of illuminating beam, θ i is the incident angle and n is refractive index of the target. Equation (2) reveals that the reflective intensity from the target is increased with increasing the oblique incident angle θ i . The reflective intensities for the fiber and the black glass are denoted as I(n fiber ,θ i ) and I(n blackglass ,θ i ), respectively. As seen in Eq. (1), the accuracy of measuring the surface reflectivity of the fiber end mainly depends on the value of I(n fiber ,θ i ) /I(n blackglass ,θ i ). In our system, n blackglass was approximately 1.522 at the wavelength of 620 nm and the refractive index for the fiber under measurement was in the range of 1.442 -1.522. Figure 3 (a) shows the value of I(n fiber ,θ i )/I(n blackglass ,θ i ) as a function of the incident angle θ i for five different values of n fiber in the concerned region. It can be seen that the value is almost a constant for the incident angle less than 20°. In fact, critical illumination method can be employed to obtain a higher spatial resolution. The illuminating beam focused by an objective lens is an angular distribution. Considering an uniform angular distribution, the average value of I(n fiber ,θ i )/I(n blackglass ,θ i ) can be obtained by
where θ max is the maximum angle incident on the sample. Figure 3(b) shows the average value of I(n fiber ,θ i )/I(n blackglass ,θ i ) as a function of the incident angle θ i . In comparison with the Fig. 3(a) , the average value of I(n fiber ,θ i )/I(n blackglass ,θ i ) is less sensitive to the incident angle. The value is almost a constant for the incident angle less than 30°. However, the critical illumination method may suffer the problem from the image of lamp filament. 
In general, the difference of refractive index between the core and cladding regions Δn are ~0.006 and ~0.03 for a single-mode fiber and multi-mode fiber, respectively. Since the TEcooled CCD has a high dynamic range of 6000:1 and a 16 bits A/D converter, the measurement resolution of refractive index could be better than 2 × 10 −4 based on the proposed image method of the surface reflectivity. Thus, the present method can be used to achieve a spatial resolution of 1 μm as well as a resolution of 2 × 10 −4 for refractive index. Figure 4 shows the experimental results for the reflectivity of the backside fiber end exposed to air, immersed in water, and connected with a terminator. The tested fiber was a multi-mode graded-index fiber. It can be seen that the reflectivity was approximately 3.8% at 620 nm when the backside fiber end was exposed to air. To decrease the reflectivity, the backside fiber end was immersed in water in the previous works with reflection method and was measured to be 0.58% here. However, the reflectivity can be further significantly reduced down to ~0.01% by connecting the backside fiber end with a 50-dB terminator. Referring to Fig. 4 , it is obvious that connecting with a terminator we arise here is a promising method to effectively diminish the backside return light. The present method was employed to measure the RIP for various optical fibers in later, including an ultrahigh-numerical-aperture fiber (Thorlabs, UHNA3), a single-mode fiber (Thorlabs, SM600), and a multi-mode graded-index fiber (Thorlabs, GIF625). We can see that the core is brighter than the cladding because of the higher refractive index as shown in the insert of Fig. 5(a) . Fig. 5(b) , the uniformity of illumination light focused by an objective lens was nearly 0.006 (U = (I max -I min )/(I max + I min )). Therefore, Köhler illumination was beneficial for halogen light to uniformly illuminate on the transverse surface of the fiber end to achieve high spatial accuracy. To achieve the precise RIP measurement, the background must be further eliminated even though the intensity was approximately 2700 counts at 620 nm and 7000 counts at 980 nm. With Eq. (6) and (7), the RIP of the fiber for different position between point A and A' shown in Fig. 5(a) at the wavelength of 620 nm and 980 nm was plotted in Fig. 5(c) . And the two-dimensional RIP was also illustrated at 620 nm in Fig. 5(d) . From the numerous experiments, the measurement accuracy of refractive index mainly depended on stability of lamp intensity. The variation of lamp intensity was about ± 0.5% during the measuring process. The standard deviation σ n was about 0.0017. The differences of the refractive index between the core and cladding Δn were 0. Finally, a multi-mode graded-index fiber (Thorlabs, GIF625) with a core size of 62.5 μm was measured by a 20 × objective lens at 800 nm. With the present calibration procedures, the two-dimensional and one-dimensional RIP were obtained and displayed in Fig. 7(a) and Fig.  7(b) , respectively. The dark area in the Fig. 7(a) is the projection of the field stop which is used to avoid the stray light from other field angle. Since the background on the CCD was eliminated effectively based on Eq. (6), the refractive index was 1.0 in the dark area (air). We can see that the experimental result is consistent with the fitting curve used in [22] as shown in Fig. 7(b) 
Experimental results

Conclusion
In summary, we have successfully achieved the multi-wavelength refractive index profiling of various optical fibers by the direct images of surface reflectivies on the cleaved fiber ends with a filtered halogen lamp. With the high-numerical-aperture objective lens and a TEcooled CCD of high dynamic range, the spatial resolution and the resolution of refractive index are better than 1 μm and 2 × 10 −4 , respectively. By introducing a black glass with the measured spectral reflectivity as a reference standard, not only the spectral reflectivity of the tested fibers but also the sensitivity and responsivity of the capturing CCD can be calibrated for the measuring surface reflectivity to determine the RIP. Besides, the backside fiber end is connected with a fiber terminator to reduce the backside return light. The aperture stop is used to control the incident angle on the fiber end for reducing the errors coming from the angle dependent reflectivity. Since the wavelength ranges of this imaging system covers from 400 nm to 1100 nm, the various optical fibers in the visible range to NIR range such as a singlemode fiber, ultrahigh-numerical-aperture fiber, and multi-mode graded-index fiber can be easily measured precisely.
